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“Rebecca Hoyer – the Museum Show” to open Friday, Sept 10, 2004 at Project, 1712 E. Douglas,
Wichita, KS.
August 7, 2004 Wichita, KS. A painter whose aesthetics are rooted in artistic value, Rebecca Hoyer
nevertheless understands that marketing matters. So she has endeavored to make each of her solo
shows an event, or at least a departure from the standard exhibition. She handed out surveys at Trish
Higgins, covered entire walls with drawings at City Arts and used digital technology to create a set of
limited-edition prints aimed at the first-time art buyer.
For her latest effort, Hoyer will transform Project from a gallery dedicated to cutting-edge,
non-commercial art into a small contemporary museum. For art-lovers, one room will exhibit 12 new
Wichita-based landscapes in the latest evolution of Hoyer’s signature style. For those more interested in
shopping than art, the other room will replicate a museum store, complete with a line of merchandise
based on the artist’s works.
“Rebecca Hoyer – the Museum Show,” which will run from September 10, 2004 through October 23,
uses Hoyer’s 15 years of experience in the printing industry to explore ways artists can enhance their
productivity without reducing the quality of their work. An opening for the artist will be held September
10, from 7 – 10 PM. Admission is free. Prices for the paintings range from $475 to $1500.
About Project
For the past eight years, Project, located in Wichita at 1712 E. Douglas, 2nd Floor, has been Wichita’s
only cutting-edge contemporary art venue. Drawing artists from both coasts as well as the Midwest,
Project is Wichita’s pipeline to the world of art that cannot be found in magazines, museums or on the
internet. Gallery hours are Thursday – Friday 2PM – 6PM, Saturday 1PM – 4PM or by appointment at
(316) 265-7137.
CONTACT: For more information, please contact Ann Resnick (Project) at (316) 265-7137 (email:
annresnick@cox.net) or Rebecca Hoyer at (316) 681-0874 (email: rhoyer@rebeccahoyer.com).
Previews and interviews with the artist are available.

###

HOYER
At certain points in the journey, you sit down to
rest. Not because you’re tired, or sore, or weary or
winded. You don’t have to check the map or take
on supplies. You just stop. You sit on a log, maybe,
or a bench, and look around. There’s a tree, there’s
a sparrow, there’s a strange confluence of eaves
and sky. You take it in. You wait.

And then, having rested, you move on.

Rebecca Hoyer’s eye settled on the Kansas
landscape soon after moving here. Initially drawn
to individual details—the pitch of a roof, the shape
of a tree, the attempt to grow into an artist from a
painter has caused her to take an interest in more
complex patterns—the relationships between
houses, between natural and man-made elements.
The process remains the same—abstract and
reimagine, distill and distort—but the paintings
aim to activate ever-larger portions of the canvas.
Born and raised in Chicago and Philadelphia,
schooled in St. Louis and New York, she made the
decision to paint in grade school, and still thinks
it was a pretty good decision.

the MUSEUM SHOW

Garage
Despite its whimsical allusion to the
ever-increasing size of the American garage,
this work is actually an experiment in
minimalist composition. Two shapes
predominate, a long sweeping curve and a
pattern of dots, and the artist uses both
throughout to create any number of
reflection and partial reflections. The colors
are measured and scaled and repeat
themselves.
Into this regimentation comes the owner of
the garage. Is he aware of it? Is he
concerned? No, he’s oblivious, he’s owned
this property so long it’s become part of his
family. He’s going out for his Sunday drive.
Naming Rights Available: por
Price: $1700
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“Rebecca Hoyer – the Museum Show” to open Friday, Sept 10, 2004 at Project, 1712 E. Douglas,
Wichita, KS.
August 7, 2004 Wichita, KS. An exhibition of Rebecca Hoyer’s latest Wichita paintings will be held at
Project, 1712 E. Douglas, 2nd Floor, from Sept. 10, 2004 through Oct. 23, 2004. A reception for the
artist will be Friday, Sept. 10, 2004, from 7-10 PM.
Hoyer, who was KMUW’s spring pledge drive artist, and whose works can be viewed year-round at the
Strecker-Nelson Gallery in Manhattan, was encouraged by Ann Resnick, Project’s owner/curator, to
experiment, and the result is “Rebecca Hoyer – The Museum Show.” “The show,” said Hoyer, “Is a
departure of sorts for me—a meditation on the viability of art as a career. Plus, a museum show is
ultimate line to have on your resume.”
There is irony in her voice, and indeed, irony appears often in this show, even its location. “Project
prides itself on presenting art with little or no commercial aspirations,” said Hoyer. “I wasn’t sure they
would let me do something with a gift shop in it.”
The main room contains 12 new landscapes, more complex and more polished than anything the artist
has done. But this achievement is undermined by a series of bogus interpretations, as well as title
cards reading “Naming rights available, price on request” followed by the price of the painting. It’s not
so much a museum show as an anti-museum show.
However, as you move into the second room, the resemblance becomes clearer. It’s the museum shop,
complete with cash register and spinning card rack. As you might expect, the merchandise is all
Rebecca Hoyer-based, as well as Rebecca Hoyer-produced, from a digital printing studio set up in her
dining room. There are Rebecca Hoyer postcards, calendars, reproductions, t-shirts, magnets. There is
even Rebecca Hoyer line of soup. After a few moments inside, you’ve completely forgotten the
paintings.
But is that a good thing or a bad thing? “This is what I see as I look over the artistic landscape,” says
the artist. At one end, you’ve got curators commandeering your work for their own purposes, and on
the other you’ve got the whole Thomas Kinkeade artificial-painting colossus. I think artists, if they’re
going to survive, are going to have to reassert their primacy. Doing everything yourself might be the
way.”
About Project - For the past eight years, Project, located in Wichita at 1712 E. Douglas, 2nd Floor, has
been Wichita’s only cutting-edge contemporary art venue. Drawing artists from both coasts as well as
the Midwest, Project is Wichita’s pipeline to the world of art that cannot be found in magazines,
museums or on the internet. Gallery hours are Thursday – Friday 2PM – 6PM, Saturday 1PM – 4PM or
by appointment at (316) 265-7137.
CONTACT: For more information, please contact Ann Resnick (Project) at (316) 265-7137 (email:
annresnick@cox.net) or Rebecca Hoyer at (316) 681-0874 (email: rhoyer@rebeccahoyer.com). The
artist is available for interviews, and a preview of the show can be arranged.
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What Did I Just See?
People are generally encouraged to come to a show to make up their own minds, but some also enjoy a
certain amount of guidance, so here’s a list of perspectives you might try on while viewing. This is what I
was thinking about when I put it together.
The first way would be simply to look at the paintings. My goal this last year was to add complexity to my
paintings. If you’re familiar with earlier work, you’ll notice a slightly different color palette and more involved textures. You’ll also notice how the focus has changed, from a single house to a number of houses, and the occasional inclusion of people in the paintings. Beyond that, I still find a scene that interests
me, then
.abstract, simplify and rework it over and over, trying to bring into plain view what initially caught my eye.
The museum store, in one sense, you might see from a purely business-centered viewpoint. Artists have
a problem in modern technological society, in that they’re still doing hand work primarily, so it’s hard to
generate the kind of production efficiencies that many other fields of endeavor have enjoyed. An artist
might be able to automate the building of their canvases, but not much else. To get paid handsomely for
the amount of labor that actually goes into a painting may be less and less of a possibility, so the other
alternative is to see yourself as the creator of images, and try to see if you can get those images to do
more than simply live in their frame on one person’s wall.
In a similar vein, you might view the show as a questioning of the relative functioning of museum, galleries and stores. All three have their survival issues. Why don’t galleries more aggressively market their artists? Why do museums? And what is the effect of affordability? Do we rush, even in our appreciation, past
the unaffordable real in favor of the affordable reproduction? It’s a quagmire, this intersection of culture
and commerce, with debate raging as we speak.
However, that debate really can take place in the absence of artworks, which is another way you might
be able to see the show. Where exactly does the art fit in? Shouldn’t it be the main thing? Trends in the
museum world might seem to put this in doubt. One of them is a certain curatorial imperialism, where
works are shown primarily to illustrate a broad ranging social or artistic theory, regardless of merit. With
museums still retaining authority (if not authorial) status, it seems a bit reckless. This trend combined with
the history of corporate sponsorship that museums have often depended on to function is what is aimed
at with the “explanations” next to the paintings. Imagine a curator, unbound by customary evaluative restraints, and combine it with a corporate sponsor who, perfectly reasonably, wants to get as much out of
his promotional dollar as he can. The result, hopefully, was an absolute, but subtle, travesty.
I would like to thank Art Busch, and emphasize that he in no way influenced the descriptions of the paintings, nor ever would. The show needed a sponsor from an industry that might be plausibly be interested
in landscape paintings, and he graciously lent his name to the effort.

											

-Rebecca Hoyer

